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IEMAG  
Minutes of meeting – Wednesday 18 August 2021  

Attendees: Philip Nolan (Chair), Ajay Oza, Alan Cahill, Brendan Murphy, Cathal Walsh, Chris 

Brunsdon, Conor Teljeur, Darren Dahly, Elizabeth Hunter, Francis Butler, James P Gleeson, Malachy 

Corcoran, Mark Roantree, Patrick Wall, Seán Lyons,  

Apologies: Ann Barber, Breda Smyth, Conor Keegan, Conor McAloon, David McEvoy, Eoghan 

McCarthy, Guy McGrath, Jamie Madden, Jim Duggan, John Kelleher, Justin Gleeson, Maire Connolly, 

Máirín Ryan, Mathieu d’Aquin, Simon More 

DOH: Elizabeth McCrohan, Pauline White, Ronan O’Kelly, 

Secretariat: Darragh Turner, Denis Ryan, Fiona Tynan, Ivan Murphy 

 

General Updates 

• The Chair welcomed the group and thanked colleagues for their work to date. The Chair 
outlined the priority work programme of the group over the short, medium and long term: 

▪ Short-term: Focus on routine modelling work (SEIR, age-cohort, agent-based, and 
healthcare demand models) and dissemination of outputs to NPHET and Cabinet.  

▪ Medium-term: Embedding of data engineering capabilities within the HSE.  
▪ Long-term: Transition of the IEMAG to permanent structure within the HPSC.  

• The group adopted the recommendations set out in the “Progressing Recommendations from 
IEMAG Sustainability Paper”. DD informed the group that members of the IEMAG have met 
with the HPSC to discuss the business case and budget for the proposed new unit.  

• JPG (WG1) shared current output from the SEIR model which projects another month of case 
growth before an eventual peak and gradual decline due to vaccine-induced immunity. JPG 
cautioned that we are now at a critical point, hence the model is very sensitive to the 
assumptions made.  

• EH (WG1) presented scenarios from the agent-based model looking at school opening with 
different levels of return to work, community mixing and susceptibility of children. An increase 
in cases following school opening is projected in all scenarios, however the magnitude of the 
increase depends on the susceptibility of children to infection, the effectiveness of NPI in 
schools, and the level of social mixing and return to work in the community. 

• SL (WG2) presented outputs from the healthcare demand model projecting the number of 
cases and hospitalisations avoided due to vaccination. The model shows greater than 40,000 
cases per day in the unvaccinated scenario (assuming behaviour remained unchanged), 
compared with approximately 2,000 cases per day in the current vaccination programme 
scenario. The results show that vaccines are working well in driving down infections and 
serious illness, however other public health measures are also required. 

• MRo presented the draft report of the Data Engineering Group “Integrating Healthcare 
Datasets to Create COVID-19 Data Cubes”. The group will continue data engineering work 
with view to embedding within the HSE.   

• DD and CT provided an update from the Rapid Antigen testing subgroup, advising that rapid 
antigen testing may be of limited value when the background risk of infection is low, however 
may be useful where individuals have had prior exposure or for preparedness planning for 
large-scale use.  

• AOB: 
▪ Case data from CIDR will be available again soon, replacing data from the CCT.  
▪ Members suggested publishing a document on lessons learned as a group.  
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▪ The Chair asked the group to give thought to how best to facilitate an academic 
workshop among colleagues for constructive critique of modelling. The group will 
discuss this in future meetings.  

 

Working Group 1: Epidemiology Modelling  

Actions:  

1 Continue SEIR, age-cohort, and agent-based modelling work with view to 
provide update to the NPHET (25 August) and Cabinet Committee (27 August).  

 

Working Group 2: Demand/Supply Modelling  

Actions:  

1 Continue work on weekly health service demand projection updates. 

 

Working Group 3: Geospatial Mapping/Modelling  

Actions:  

1 Continue work with HPSC/HIU on improving data access. 

 

Working Group 4: Data Engineering  

Actions:  

1 Continue work on embedding data engineering capabilities within the HSE.  

 

Working Group 5: Rapid Antigen Testing  

Actions:  

1 Complete first draft Rapid Antigen Testing report.  

 

Next Meeting:  8 September 2021  

  


